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Ms. Belén Gualda González 

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS 

• Civil Engineer, Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingeniería de Caminos, Canales y 
Puertos at the University of Grenade. 

• Studies made at the Facoltà d’Ingegneria Civile della Università degli Studi di 
Parma (Italy). 

• An expert in Managers Development, ETEA (University institution of the 
Jesuit Order). 

• Expert in Occupational Risk Prevention. Specialized in Safety at Work, 
Ergonomics and Applied Psycho-sociology and Industrial Hygiene. 
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

• Chairwoman at NAVANTIA (October 2020 to March 2021). 
• Managing Director at the Agency for Public Works in the department for 

Public Works and Housing of the Government of Andalusia (October 2017 to 
February 2019). 

• General Secretary for the Environment and Climate Change of the 
department for the Environment of the Government of Andalusia (July 2015 
to October 2017). 

• Director-General for Infrastructures and Water Operation of the department 
for the Environment of the Government of Andalusia (January 2011 to July 
2015). 

• Director-General for Transport at the department of Publics Works and 
Transport of the Government of Andalusia (October 2008 to September 
2009). 

• Manager of the Environmental Infrastructures and Water Management of the 
company Empresa de Gestión Medio Ambiental S.A. (November 2007 to 
October 2008). 

FUNCTIONS 

She chairs the Sociedad Estatal de Participaciones Industriales (SEPI), an entity 
attached to the Ministry of Finance through the Minister.  

In this capacity, she:  

a) Represents SEPI on a permanent basis, as well as SEPI’s Board of Directors, 
in any event or contract and versus any natural or legal person.   

b) Calls, chairs and adjourns the meetings of the Board of Directors, leading its 
proceedings.   

c) Approves certain contracts of SEPI, in keeping with the limits set by the 
Board of Directors.   

d) Heads SEPI’s services and controls the development of its activity.  
e) Guarantees the fulfillment of that stipulated in Order of July 13th, 1995 of 

the Ministry of Industry and Energy, on the organization and functions of 
SEPI, and for the implementation of the resolutions adopted by the Board 
of Directors.  
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f) Submits to the Board of Directors the Operating and Capital Budgets, as well 
as SEPI’s action, investment and financial programs and, in its case, of its 
attached companies.  

g) Organizes expenditures and orders the corresponding payments.   
h) Carries out the powers which the Board of Directors has delegated on her.  
i) In her capacity as SEPI’s Chairwoman, she chairs the Board of Trustees of 

Fundación SEPI. 

SOLVENCY SUPPORT FUND 

Since the setup of the Solvency Support Fund for Strategic Companies, on June 
2020, it falls to SEPI’s Chairmanship to be part and chair its Managing Council, 
with the following tasks: 

a) To hold the representation of the collegiate body. 
b) To call of the ordinary and extraordinary meetings, and the setup of the 

Agenda, taking into account, in its case, the requests made by the remaining 
members, as long as they have been submitted in advance. 

c) To request the appointment of the representatives of other Ministries. 
d) To chair the meetings, to moderate the development of the discussions, and 

to suspend them for justified reasons. 
e) To settle with his vote any tie, for the purpose of passing resolutions. 
f) To make sure the law is observed. 
g) To endorse the Minutes and certificates of the resolutions of the Managing 

Council. 
h) To hold the status of reporter for the purposes of rendering the accounts to 

the Court of Auditors. 
i) To provide all the information required for the decision taking. 
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